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I intend that we J, but I don’t intend to bring it about that we J 
Carlos Núñez, University of Vienna1 

1. The theses 

- Specific Thesis: I can intend that we J and not intend to bring it about that we J (as it is also put: 
“play my own part in our J-ing”). 

(“bring it about/play my own part”: do something I conceive of as causally promoting or partly constitutive 
of our J-ing.) 
This is an instance of a more general thesis, namely: 

- General Thesis: I can intend that p and not intend to bring it about that p. 

(for simplicity: intention to bring it about=contributory intention). 
Specific and General theses imply, respectively, that the intention that we J, and the intention that p, are 
genuine intentions that cannot be reduced to contributory intentions. 
I will argue for these theses both positively and negatively. 

2. Why is this important? 
We learn from Bratman that construing shared intentions in terms of intentions that we J (as opposed to 
intentions to play my own part in our J-ing) gives us: 

1. a common goal that can, in part, account for the shared-ness of shared intention/action. 
2. a great plasticity in goal-pursuit that manifests in:  

- disposition to help (to play not only my own part in our J-ing, but your part too, if 
needed). 

- partiality of intentions (we don’t need to settle at once on the means to our ends).  

3. Positive case for theses: examples 
Temporal: cases where at some point I hold contributory intention towards p, but I no longer do, yet still 
intend that p. 

- Car selling 1: I intend that my wife and I sell our car. All we have to do in order to sell it is to 
each sign relevant papers. I have already signed them. I believe there is nothing else I must do in 
order for us to sell it. So I do not intend to do anything to bring it about that we sell it. Still, I 
intend that we sell it. 

- Room temperature: I intend that the room be at 21˚. I’ve already set the thermostat. I believe 
there is nothing else I must do in order for the room to be at 21˚. So I do not intend to do 
anything to bring this about. Still, I intend that the room be at 21˚. 

Why do I say that I still intend the relevant goal? Because I am disposed towards it in all the ways that 
realize an intention:  

- end stability (disposition to not drop end in the absence of reasons to reconsider),  
- end consistency (disposition not to adopt believed to be inconsistent ends), 
- means-end coherence (disposition to intend means should I come to believe they are needed). 

Non-temporal: cases where I at no point hold contributory intention towards p, yet still intend that p. 
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- Car selling 2: I am away on a work trip. My wife stayed home. We’re deliberating over the 
phone whether to sell our car. We decide (and so form the intention) to do it. All we have to do 
in order to sell it is for either one of us to sign the papers. It is understood that she will do it, 
since I cannot. I believe there is nothing I must do in order for us to sell it, so I do not intend to 
do anything to bring it about that we sell it. Still, I intend that we sell it. 

- Narcoleptic: I am a narcoleptic. Around 8 pm my wife tells me over the phone that I should be 
at the airport at 9 to welcome some relatives. So I form the intention to be there at 9, and then 
immediately, and involuntarily, fall asleep. My wife arrives home and finds me asleep, so she hails 
an Uber from my phone, and puts me in the car before I wake up. I wake up in the Uber, I look 
at my phone and notice that I am on my way to the airport and that it is only 8:40. Satisfied with 
what I find, I open the Candy Crush app and play all the way until I reach the airport. At no 
point do I intend to do anything to bring it about that I am there at 9. Still, I intend that I am 
there at 9. 

4. Negative case for theses 

4.1 Ludwig’s argument 

Kirk Ludwig (2016) presents an argument for the idea that to intend that p is really to intend to bring it 
about that p. My interpretation of the argument: 

1. Satisfaction Principle: The content of propositional attitudes that admit of bivalent 
evaluations is given by their satisfaction conditions. 

2. Intentions are propositional attitudes that admit of bivalent evaluations. 
3. The satisfaction conditions of intentions amount to their being successfully “carried out” or 

“executed.” 
4. To carry out or execute an intention directed at a goal p is to do something that you conceive 

of as causing or constituting p. 
5. So the content of an intention with the apparent content that p is really to do something that 

you conceive of as causing or constituting p. 

In defense of 3, Ludwig presents the following case: 

- Bud and Pearl: I intend that Bud and Pearl sit next to each other at the party. “Under what 
conditions is this intention satisfied…? Suppose… I forget so much as to invite Bud and Pearl to 
the party, but that they… crash the party… [and] find themselves sitting next to one another. Is 
my intention… satisfied? No… because I did nothing in pursuit of the end I intended.” (2016 p. 
103) 

Notice that the cases presented above could be used to reject 3. Here, however, I want to question 1. 

4.2 Against the Satisfaction Principle 

4.2.1 General reasons to doubt it: truth conditions are too coarse 

- Necessary truths: suppose Goldbach’s conjecture is true. If so, then it is true iff 1+1=2. I believe 
that 1+1=2, but I do not believe Goldbach’s conjecture. 

- Intensional contexts: since Clark is Superman, Clark can fly iff Superman can fly. Louis believes 
Superman can fly, but she does not believe Clark can do so. 

4.2.2 Desire/Intention specific reasons to doubt it 

The pre-theoretical notion of desire/intention satisfaction seems to conflict with the Satisfaction Principle. 
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a) Undesired/unintended known implications 

- Confession: I desire/intend to tell you the truth about some wrong I did. Suppose that I will 
cause you pain iff I tell you the truth (we could even add that I know this). If so, then my desire/
intention is satisfied iff I cause you pain. Clearly, though, I may desire/intend to tell you the truth 
without desiring/intending to cause you pain. (Desire/intention is not closed under known 
implication). 

b) Time-indexicality (Stampe, 1986) 

- Sandwich for lunch: I desire/intend to eat a sandwich at lunch time. I will in fact eat a sandwich 
at lunch time. It is now morning, and I haven’t eaten that sandwich. My desire/intention to eat a 
sandwich for lunch is not satisfied until I eat that sandwich. So my eating a sandwich for lunch is 
not sufficient for my desire/intention that I eat a sandwich for lunch to be satisfied. 

c) Concurrence (Gordon, 1986) 

- Hunger: I desire to eat, because I am hungry. I take a pill that makes my hunger, and so my 
desire, vanish. According to Gordon “my former desire has not been frustrated, notwithstanding 
the fact that I do not eat. And if a moment later I do eat (say, because someone forces me to), my 
former desire has not been satisfied, notwithstanding the fact that I do eat. Hence the satisfaction 
condition for the desire was not simply that I eat.”(1986 p. 108) 

Gordon focuses on the appetites. But it seems true of other desires/intentions: 

- Exercise: I desire/intend to exercise tonight. Later in the day, I start feeling lazy and lose my 
desire/intention to exercise. If I do not exercise, my desire/intention has not been frustrated, 
since it no longer exists. Similarly, if I do end up exercising anyhow, not because I desire/intend 
to do so, but because I have to run away from the burglar who is chasing me, my desire/
intention to exercise is not satisfied, since it no longer exists. 

d) Underspecification (Lycan (2012, ms), Graff Fara (2013), Grant and Phillips-Brown (2019)) 

- Champagne/lunch: Charlotte/Laura wants to have some champagne/have lunch. However, her 
desire to have some champagne/have lunch “is not one that gets satisfied in exactly those possible 
worlds in which the proposition that [she has some champagne/has lunch] becomes true… That 
proposition becomes true if she [has a thimbleful/is force-fed soggy Brussel Sprouts]. But her 
desire does not thereby become satisfied.” (Fara 2013/Lycan 2012) 

Same seems to be true of intention. 
(Lycan and Fara appeal to intuitions. Grant and Phillips-Brown (2019) present an argument against the idea 
that: 

- Satisfaction-is-Truth Principle: If A wants p, then A has a desire that is satisfied in exactly the 
worlds where p is true. 

The argument relies on the principle that: 

- Satisfaction–Disposition Principle: If A has a desire that is satisfied in exactly the worlds where 
p is true, then A is disposed to do what she believes will bring it about that p obtains. 

The argument concerns Millie, who wants to drink milk, but is not disposed to drink spoiled milk: 
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1. If Millie has a desire that is satisfied in exactly the worlds where she drinks milk, then Millie is 
disposed to do what she believes will bring it about that she drinks milk. (Satisfaction–
Disposition Principle). 

2. Millie wants to drink milk. 
3. Millie is not disposed to do what she believes will bring it about that she drinks milk—she is 

not disposed to drink the spoiled milk. 
4. Millie does not have a desire that is satisfied in exactly the worlds where she drinks milk. (by 1 

and 3) 
5. Millie wants to drink milk and Millie does not have a desire that is satisfied in exactly the 

worlds where she drinks milk. (by 2 and 4) 
6. So, Satisfaction-is-Truth Principle is false.) 

e) Belief-susceptibility (of desire, I’m not so sure about intention) 

- Matrix 1: Cypher, who, unbeknownst to him, lives in the Matrix, desires to eat a stake. So he 
decides to go to the restaurant, orders one, and has the experience of eating a stake. Wavering 
intuition: his desire is satisfied, even though he does not eat a stake. After all, he experiences the 
contentment that is typical of desire satisfaction, and his desire subsides in the way that desires 
naturally do when they are satisfied. 

You may not find this diagnosis intuitive. Perhaps you find this more intuitive: 

- Matrix 2: Cypher desires to eat a stake, but according to the simulation, there are no stakes in the 
restaurant. However, in real life, his body is force-fed a stake. Wavering intuition: his desire is 
not satisfied, even though he does eat a stake. After all, he still longs for a stake, is actively trying 
to get one, etc. 

I conclude from these cases that the pre-theoretical notion of satisfaction seems to conflict with the 
Satisfaction Principle. 

4.3 Replies 

1. False ascriptions: relevant desire/intention ascriptions are false 

Problem: wide-spread error theory/mere implausibility 

2. Definitional tie to truth: “Satisfaction” is technical, and, by definition, a belief/desire/
intention that p is satisfied iff p. 

Problem: triviality. If satisfaction conditions for an attitude with the content that p are by definition p, then 
the Satisfaction Principle says nothing more than that an attitude’s content is p iff its content is p. 

5. Conclusion 

1. To the extent that we are employing the pre-theoretical notion of “satisfaction”, the 
Satisfaction Principle seems false. 

2. In order to be able to employ the Satisfaction Principle in an argument for attitudinal content, 
we need a general theory of attitudinal satisfaction that tells us what exactly that notion tracks. 
The idea that an attitude with the content that p is satisfied iff p must be a substantive 
consequence of that theory, not a definitional claim. As far as I am aware, we do not have such 
a theory. 

3. There are intuitive cases in favor of the idea that one can intend that p without intending to 
bring it about that p, or that one can intend that we J without intending to play one’s own 
part in our J-ing. Absent a proper theory of satisfaction, we can’t use Ludwig’s argument to 
reject such cases.


